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What? Where? Why? 

• One of only 14 National 
Developments in NPF2, published 
25 June 2009

• “…to effect a step change in 
environmental quality, woodland 
cover and recreational 
opportunities.”

• “Make central Scotland a more 
attractive place to live and do 
business, help to absorb CO2, 
enhance biodiversity, and promote 
healthier, more active lifestyles.”

• Reconfirmed as a National 
Development in NPF3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CSGN is a major greening initiative embedded within statutory planning policy. NPF2 placed the CSGN at the centre of sustainable economic growth by harnessing the potential of the natural environment to deliver its place-making agenda effecting: a step change in environmental quality and  making central Scotland a more attractive place in which to live and do business… meaning that planning authorities have to take account of the Green Network when preparing their development plans and making planning decisions.NPF2 identified the need to address: woodland creation, landscape improvement, the development of an integrated habitat network, provision for walking and cycling, finding new uses for V&DL, and contributing to water management. NPF3 highlights the focus on active travel; V&DL and Areas of Disadvantage
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Nearly 10, 000 sq KmTaking in the  metropolitan areas of Glasgow and Edinburgh3.5M people live here
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The central belt was at the heart of Scotland’s industrialisation harnessing the coal, oil shale, fireclay and other materials from its rich geology to service the steel works, ship yards and heavy engineering which developed along the Clyde and then across the central belt. New communities expanded or were developed to service these industries.
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Sadly bust has followed boom, leaving a legacy of dereliction, which despite renewal efforts in the C20th continues to have a blighting impact on people’s lives and the economy. The most recent V&DL statistics show that approximately 80% of Scotland’s V&DL land (about 3,000 sites covering some 9,400ha) lies in the CSGN area.



By 2050, Central Scotland has been transformed into a place 
where the environment adds value to the economy and where 
people’s lives are enriched by its quality

The Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to address these issues, this is our Vision Statement.It has environmental action at its heart delivering benefits for the economy and Scotland’s people.



Some green network outcomes:
• Supporting sustainable economic growth
• Making liveable places
• Encouraging community action
• Addressing health inequalities
• Mitigating and adapting to climate change
• Encouraging active travel

The Vision
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Presentation Notes
Although environmental action is the tool, the outcomes are all about people and how we can improve life chances and quality of life.



Working in partnership

Who’s Making it Happen? 
• Strong all party support
• Ownership across Government
• CSGN Trust driving delivery
Working with:
• 19 Councils
• Regional Green Network and other 

partnerships
• National Agencies
• Local delivery organisations
• Developers, Businesses and Communities



Greenspace and Housing

The good, the bad and the ugly 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of the places where we live are typified by uninteresting and functionless greenspaces which are simply a drain on resources, requiring regular maintenance and periodic interventions to bring them back up to standardV&DL and stalled development sites have an even stronger negative impact on individual and community health and wellbeing See, for example, this study from Philadelphia which highlights the benefits associated with improving vacant and derelict land https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2688343 High quality spaces are designed and managed to have clear, and multiple, functions which overlap and support one and otherThese include: …



Quality places
Recreational spaces
Social Spaces

Greenspace and Housing

Scottish Government
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Place Quality – greenspaces and the wider local environment provide the setting for communities and are a clear indicator of place quality Recreational spaces  - the greenspace resource can provide both active and passive recreation opportunities (from sports and play provision through to quiet contemplative places to sit)Social spaces – quality greenspace provide places for people to come together and to socialise. They can also be the locations for intergenerational activities, helping to bring people and communities closer together. Conversely, poor quality environments deter people from interacting and attract anti-social behaviour leading to greater conflict and impacting negatively on people’s health and wellbeing



Opportunities for food growing
Walking and cycling

Greenspace and Housing
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Increasingly, underused greenspaces are being used to support community food growing ranging from small growing beds in public spaces through to full size allotmentsThere is strong evidence which shows that walking and cycling is more popular and more sustained as an active travel option when paths and cycle routes pass through attractive green environments



Greenspace and Housing

Green infrastructure Maria Ignatieva
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Green infrastructure: Increasingly, we will need to look to green options for surface water management  (as shown in these images) simply to meet the demand for water services for projected new developments. The solutions should be multi-functional - supporting wildlife, recreational use etc. and incorporating active travel routes – rather than simply engineered water management. Green infrastructure such as green roofs, green walls and shelterbelts can reduce the running costs of homes (reducing the demand for heating and cooling and offering protection from the prevailing weather).A number of organisations are exploring the opportunities for generating renewable power from greenspaces – using ground source heat pumps for example – and from vacant and derelict land (using short rotation woodland, solar farms etc.)



Potential savings from improving greenspace
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Improving greenspace (and the wider environment) offers a range of benefits for tenants including:Increased sense of security and personal safetyReduced levels of ASBIncrease in local pride and connectionWider social connections and linksIncreased levels of physical activityImproved mental wellbeing (both directly from experiencing the improved environment and indirectly as a result of the above benefits)From a property perspective, well designed and managed green infrastructure reduces flood risks from surface water and increases the thermal efficiency of buildings (green roofs have been shown to increase the lifespan of roofs as well). Property in attractive green environments is also likely to be easier to let and to have lower levels of turnover of tenants).Additionally, environmental improvements offer the potential for making reductions in management costs:Reductions in flood risk and heating and cooling costs result from the use of GIIncreasing the diversity and attractiveness of greenspaces (including increasing management for biodiversity) will reduce the extent of mowingA shift of management to community groups (including the creation of community gardens) offers the chance to reduce direct management costsReduced ASB levels will lower the costs of day to day maintenance and also the need for higher cost repairs and other interventions(The bike image used in this slide is from the Wishawhill Wood Pump Track in North Lanarkshire – this was created on an area of vacant and derelict land adjacent to the community of Craigneuk. Police and Fire services have reported a dramatic reduction in callouts since the track was opened and are citing this as an example of behaviour change rather than simply moving ASB elsewhere)See https://en-gb.facebook.com/wishawhillwoodpumptrack/  for more info on the project
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Examples of CSGN Activities

• 10,000 Rain Gardens
• Green Infrastructure Fund projects
• Habitat Improvement (including

Woodland Creation)
• Living Landscapes
• Many local projects
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There are many examples of CSGN activity linked to Housing Associations (although there is always room for more). These include:The 10,000 Rain Gardens project – as an early win in this national initiative, CSGNT is working with Southside Housing Association to develop attractive and multifunctional surface water management areas in North Cardonald (this will be the first phase of a much wider role out which will undoubtedly involve other HAs)The 10,000 Rain Gardens is one a several GI projects supported by the Green Infrastructure Fund and working with HAs (either as project leads or as partners in projects led by other organisations)https://www.greeninfrastructurescotland.scot/There are targets for the creation and improvement of habitats (including woodland) across the CSGN – if projects fit well with local biodiversity action plans and forest strategies, CSGN partners can support landowners to improve the management of their landThe Edinburgh Living Landscapes project (led by Scottish Wildlife Trust, the Royal Botanical Society and City of Edinburgh Council) is introducing wildlife friendly management into residential areas across Edinburgh… and there is a multitude of more local projects driven by or involving HAs as landowners, community organisations and groups of tenants 



Support for change

Technical:
• Ideas
• Information
• Design
• Funding

Funding:
Wide range of scales

www.centralscotlandgreennetwork.org
http://www.sgif.org.uk/

www.fundingscotland.com
www.greenspacescotland.org.uk
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There is a wide range of technical support available:The Scottish Green Infrastructure Forum’ website has a series of resources and links to other websites http://www.sgif.org.uk/There are good examples of HA led work in England (including the Lost Effra rain garden project https://www.wildlondon.org.uk/lost-effra) and the Green Estates in Sheffield (a social enterprise management model as well as a major reimagining of a housing estate) http://greenestate.org.uk/ and http://manorandcastle.org.uk/ CSGNT has a range of resources on its website and Trust staff can help HAs (in the CSGN area) with all aspects of project design and development (including sourcing funding)Scottish Natural Heritage recently published a research report on GI and Social Housing https://www.nature.scot/snh-research-report-1046-maximising-benefits-green-infrastructure-social-housingThere are also area specific support resources from initiative such as the Edinburgh Living Landscapes https://edinburghlivinglandscape.org.uk/Funding is potentially available at many scales from large scale infrastructure spend such as SNH’s Green Infrastructure Fund to individual project funding throughLandfill Tax and Windfarm Community Benefit Fund; National Lottery, carrier bag schemes etc. Check Funding Scotland and Greenspace Scotland websites/ebulletins for more information

http://www.centralscotlandgreennetwork.org/
http://www.fundingscotland.com/
http://www.fundingscotland.com/
http://www.greenspacescotland.org.uk/
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